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Human resources management is a series project which is enormous and tedious, 
the object of managed what is employees' basic information, this information are in 
the continuous variety. With the development of hospital information construction,that 
the traditional human resources managements’method has been unable to fully meet 
the needs of human management in modern hospital. 
Therefore,It is very important to realize human resource management by 
computer. 
This dissertation describes about how to analyzed in terms of some problems in 
the construction of human resources management of hospital base on several design 
principles, operation status and solutions which combined with the actual situation of 
the hospital.And we will develop the technology route and the whole development 
process of a human resources management system. 
This systems software uses the PowerBuilder and Oracle database as the 
development tool.In addition,as the internal systems of a hospital,safety management 
require more stringently. 
For this feature,we use the way which combination of rights management,data 
backup,the hospital internal network and the C/S network structure.Also,we use the 
dynamic component library package the business logic of human management , in 
order to achieve better scalability of the system.The whole designing based on the 
needs, uses the idea of modular design, split first and then summary.We Completed 
the design and development base on the aspects of function module,business 
processes,data flow and database conceptual model. The last step, according to user 
requirement to construct a system of  testing method and testing platform, mainly 
carries on the analysis of the performance tests from the functional requirements. 
This system has been put into using which had achieved the function of hospital 
human resources management,attendance management, payroll management, suitable 
user interface and others. We combined with the new management concept to improve 
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